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The first driving desk, installed at the engineroom
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November 2015
Welcome to the 27th issue of our newsletter. Our apologies for the delay in
publication of this issue. Restoration work continues and we have several of the
photos of the engineering progress inside. Plenty of work has also been done
on the autocar’s bodywork in preparation for the return of the chassis.
Our Trust’s activities are dependent on a handful of working members. If you
can help, even if it’s just for a few hours a few times a year, do please get in
touch.
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New Members
A warm welcome to Mr and Mrs M J Yeadon of Solihull.

Newsletter Back Issues available:
Numbers 7, 9, 11— £1.50 each
Numbers 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24. — £2.50 each. Postage at cost.
Available from the editor. Embsay station bookshop also has some newsletters.
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Chairman’s notes
Stephen Middleton
A jolt or two…
The engineering side of our project has been more complex than we
anticipated, mainly due to the unforeseen poor condition of the under
frame. As such we had to spend more money than budgeted. I am totally
committed to completing the project to a high standard even if this meant the
sale of personal items. Not unnaturally this put me under some stress and
while driving with my daughter, Honey, nearly passed out at the wheel. This
was due to dangerously high blood pressure and I was told not to drive until
treatment reduced my blood pressure to a safer level. Treatment may have
had the desired effect, but even more beneficial was the support from several
members who offered to help financially and also the Heritage Lottery Fund
who reviews our project and agreed to restructure our grant to take in to
account the under frame repairs and also the dual braking of the autocoach.
A jolt, yes but as nothing compared to the sad news that Andrew Smith died on
26th September. Andrew was a guard at Embsay and with his partner Jean
helped on Stately Trains’ Strawberry Specials. He was a modest gentleman, his
demeanour hiding a real engineering/electrical/plumbing skill which was
employed on several jobs around the railway. Latterly he put in a lot of time
wiring the sockets, machines and lighting in the Autocar Trust’s skills and
interpretation centre at Embsay. Even when so poorly Andrew would come in
and do a bit. The centre is close to completion and it is such a shame that he
cannot enjoy the fruits of his labour. Our condolences to all that knew him.
Andrew is an example of a greatly skilled individual benefitting the
organisation. We are lucky to have many people, all so much better than I in
their respective roles, working together to achieve our aim. The only drawback
is that such people are invariably so busy as they may be involved with several
other projects. To them we say, ’thank you, your contribution is truly
valued’. These recent jolts show that while we work for immortality for the
autocar and autocoach, our own flesh is weaker. Again, all of you, without
exception, look after yourselves and thank you for being part of our team.
Stephen Middleton
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The restoration of the autocoach has won a Transport Trust award. This was
presented at Brooklands in Kent by Prince Michael of Kent, seen here with
Qiuying Middleton & Alan Chandler. (Stephen Middleton)
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Autocar Finances
It has been humbling and moving to see how you have responded to our
project budget shortfall. There have been welcome donations ranging from
£20 , £50, £100 and even a very generous £1000. As you know, our major
backers The Heritage Lottery Fund takes a keen interest in our progress.
In a recent audit of our activities it identified a path to a successful conclusion,
adding air brakes to the trailer coach and approving additional funding to cover
this and the shortfall. HLF noted the quality of work to date, the dedication of
volunteers and the additional funds raised. Now our challenge is to finish the
project to a good standard, meeting all our agreed objectives. With your help I
know we can do it. Thank you.
Stephen Middleton

‘Situations Vacant’:
Practical, skilled people to work on restoring the autocar at Embsay.
A fundraiser, both to solicit donations and to generate finance through sales.
A social media enthusiast, to support our publicity efforts and broaden our
reach to the public.
A researcher, to seek out historical information about the autocars.
If you can help with any of these roles, do please contact us.

Autocar model
On my Hub-pages sub-domain I've got a series of pages titled 'Rites of Passage
For A Model Railway' from planning to specialist stock. My latest one, laid
down weeks ago, is titled 'Autocars...' and features the 1903 Petrol-Electric
Autocar. There's also a link to our site and a link to the Amazon site to buy a
copy of the RAILMOTOR book. Take a look through the page via this link.
http://hubpages.com/games-hobbies/RITES-OF-PASSAGE-FOR-A-MODELRAILWAY-24-Autocars-Autocoaches-and-Railmotors
Alan Lancaster
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Above: Geoff working on the autocar’s engine room. (Alan Chandler)
Below: The autocoach, looking very smart. (Alan Chandler)
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Engineering Progress Report
Steve Hoather
Since the report in the last newsletter, Peter has continued working in the GCR
locoshed at Loughborough on assembling the brake rigging, which is mounted
on the underframe between the two bogies. The “Worm’s Eye view” drawing in
the last newsletter showed the extent of this task, but it has proved difficult to
take photos showing progress since all the equipment is on the bottom of the
underframe, and space around the vehicle is very restricted. However, in midAugust it was necessary to shunt the underframe out of the shed to release a
more modern steam loco which was behind, and this gave the opportunity to
take a few photos in daylight, including the one below. The photo opposite is a
view of the underside taken at the end of August, looking from the motor bogie
end towards the trailer bogie. The two brake cylinders can be seen on the left,
these work the two bogies separately with the larger 12” one working the motor bogie which is at the heavy end of the vehicle.
At the time of writing (the end of September), the rigging is virtually complete
apart from details such as return springs and safety straps (which prevent the
rods falling on the track if a pin comes out). Both sets of rigging have been
tested by applying air pressure to their respective cylinders. The next step is to
finish the rodding which connects the handbrake wheels in each cab, refit some
large components such as reservoirs which had to be removed to gain access,
and fit the air piping which connects the two cabs with the various valves and
cylinders along the length of the vehicle.
PVH
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The main air piping on most rail vehicles is usually copper or stainless steel, to
reduce the risk of metallic debris from the pipes getting into the valves and
preventing correct operation of the brakes. However, many heritage railways
have suffered from theft of pipework as the price of copper in particular has
risen, because vehicles are, of necessity, left unattended in remote locations for
long periods. In designing the autocar therefore, we have tried to conceal pipes
etc. where possible – the main pipe and cable runs will be along the top of the
underframe where they will be virtually invisible and inaccessible once the
body is fitted. To reach down to the valves and buffer beams we have decided
to use flexibles in some cases (these seem to be less attractive to thieves).
As the brake system is such an important safety system on the vehicle, I
decided from the outset that its design and installation would be independently
reviewed by an Independent Competent Engineer. I was fortunate to obtain the
services as a volunteer of Frank Taylor, an ex BR colleague who was Chief Engineer of Eurostar UK when he retired. Frank has been kept up to date with drawings etc., and, as he is a fellow 0 Gauge modeller, we have had annual review
meetings at the Gauge 0 Guild convention at Telford each September (who says
men can’t multi-task?). Now that there is physical progress to see, we arranged
for him to visit Loughborough during August, first visiting the workshops of Railway Brake Services at Burton on Trent and then going on to see the work on
the underframe and meet Peter and Dave. He was satisfied with what he saw,
and in particular supported the use of flexible air pipes as described above. As
he lives on the South Coast, it was a long day, leaving his local station at
0621hrs for the four hour journey to Burton, and we are very grateful to Frank
for giving up his time when he is in the middle of moving house. His next visit
will be to witness the final testing of the brake system after the body is fitted.
Whilst all this was happening on the underframe, Dave was busy in the spare
time from his day job assembling the first cab desk, for the engine end of the
vehicle. This is now ready for test and can be seen with the covers removed in
the cover photo and opposite. The black box on the desk on the left hand side
is the brake controller (recovered from Northern Ireland) and on the right hand
side is the power controller, adapted so that the visible parts above the desk
have a ‘vintage’ appearance (the handles are actually from an 08 shunter). The
large valve at the bottom, which can be seen by the jaws of the adjustable
spanner in the lower photo on page 13, is the Westinghouse Brake Application
unit, which works when the DSD operates – this was recovered from a class 86
electric loco.
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DJM
You will have seen earlier in this newsletter the excellent news that the
Heritage Lottery Fund had approved additional funding to cover the fitting of air
brakes to the trailer car. This news came in June, just when the trailer had been
lifted on the jacks at Embsay to allow the bogies to be rolled out for
examination. I therefore arranged for Steve Parkes to come up to Embsay to
examine the coach “in the air” and take the necessary measurements to allow
him to do the outline design of the dual brake conversion. This outline design is
now completed, and confirms that we need 2 x 10” cylinders (which we already
have), and 2 sets of V hangers and cross shafts, which should be fairly easy to
find as they are on all Mark 1 coaches, as well as earlier types. We will retain
the existing vacuum brakes to allow the coach to be used in other trains, and
the work involved is much smaller than on the power car, which needed a
totally new brake system. We are determined to give priority to the power car,
and not delay it further by diverting people to the trailer, so the detailed design
for the trailer conversion will wait until the power car is at Embsay.
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In common with all North Eastern Railway coaches, 3453 was built (in 1904)
with Westinghouse air brakes, with a single cylinder in the centre of the coach
working the brakes on both bogies, and the mountings for this are still clearly
visible from underneath. Following the Grouping in 1923 the “Big Four” decided to standardise on vacuum brakes, and this coach was converted in the
1930s, when the standard system of separate vacuum cylinders and rigging for
each bogie was fitted. Is it the only coach to have been converted twice, air –
vacuum – dual?

PVH

PVH
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DJM

DJM
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An Engineer’s Perspective - Testing the Autocar
Dave Moore — Volunteer Engineering Advisor to the Trust
Now we have almost completed the major chassis engineering work, the
staged process of testing the systems making up the diesel electric power unit
starts to gather pace. This of course started last year with the testing of the
finished Engine Housing at the workshop unit, which involved detailed checks
of all the traction and auxiliary systems, and culminated in the full power loadbank testing of the Engine/Alternators power unit assisted by Cummins. Most
locomotives are not so fortunate as to have a pre tested power module, but
the arrangement of the autocar equipment has lent itself to this efficient
method, so a fair amount of testing is already done.
Since then though, the Cab Control Desk has been designed and built, and is
now bolted temporarily onto the chassis. Because the wooden floor will be
about five inches higher than the deck plate, lots of curious spacers are
required to simulate how things will fit together with the carbody on. The
Drivers Desk is located in its approximate position so we can pipe it up and wire
it in. All the cabling is now fitted on the chassis and all motor end equipment is
connected, with the trailer end harnesses ready for connection when the body
is on and the second Desk is ready to go in.
Installation of the main vehicle 96 volt lead acid battery in the battery box is a
heavyweight job and the 2 volt cells come in triple boxes which have to be
threaded in over the truss rods from front and rear with the box doors
removed. These are then connected up with short cable links and routed
through a Battery Isolation Switch behind the Solebar which cuts all power
when the vehicle’s out of service. In a similar manner the engine's own 24 volt
battery is installed in the Engine Housing and has its Isolator Switch in the
Engine Housing itself. The basic electrical systems are then carefully checked
step by step for correct basic functionality as this the first time the complete
system has come together with the Driver's Control Desk in control of the
vehicle.
The fuel tanks were filled with enough fuel to get the fuel pump to prime and
circulate fuel back to the tanks, and the engine put into its priming mode and
picks up fuel. With the control electronics refitted, the engine is cranked over
and starts easily, dropping its starter motor out automatically and starting up
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Above: Emma Moore in the driving seat. (DJM)
Below: Taking traction power for the first time. The speedometer is from a HST,
the autocar will travel at more modest speeds… (DJM)
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the auxiliary 3 phase immediately. Seconds later the 96 volt battery charger
down below starts to charge at 110 volts, and the engine's own alternator
charges the 24 volt battery at around 27 volts. The engine's air compressor
pumps the air reservoir tanks up to pressure and cuts out as the pressure
governor actuates. The interlocking air pressure switches operate to indicate
the brake pneumatic system is correct and this allows the traction system to
engage. Operating the Master Controller's Selector handle throws the Reverser
to the direction required and the Power Handle closes the traction motor
contactors and enables the Main traction alternator to produce output. This is
controlled by the angular operation of the power handle shaft sensor being
read by the engine control electronics to produce a corresponding engine
speed throttle signals.
Increasing revs amount to increasing tractive effort and power, and this is
checked through the range up to the 1800 rpm maximum. The engine is quiet
and the chassis vibration is almost nil. With handbrake applied and the vehicle
scotched the traction current control is checked for basic operation. This is all
refined later during test running when the feel of the systems and the vehicle
are joined together, as during the design and build phase most of the settings
for the control equipment are estimated values and they usually need some
adjustment. The speed and wheelslip control equipment are checked statically,
using the testbox to simulate speed.
Air Brake testing needs completing before the chassis can run under its own
power, with all the underframe apertures covered over with boarding
and temporary handrails bolted to the deckplate around the Engine Housing for
safety. All the traction and brake instrumentation on the Driver's Desk show
the state of the brake and traction systems. The Diagnostic Lamps in the Engine
Housing show the status and any faults on the control equipment, and the
accompanying meters show the auxiliary and traction values. Movement tests
follow, firstly checking for correct direction of the traction motors and
operation of the axle speed probes in the gearboxes. Low speed test running is
gradually built up to higher speeds and power demands until the engine power
is on maximum, and again many of the control settings are refined to the
optimum as the 1955 English Electric 507 traction motors are matched to the
Cummins QSL9 engine.
Flower seeds: To help fundraising, we have some seeds for sale. Sweet Peas,
Love in a Mist, Foxgloves, and Purple Toadflax. Please e-mail the editor.
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Two views inside the engine housing during testing. (DJM)
We can move when we have done the air brake pipework to actuate the bogie brakes
The handbrake wheel on the eng housing now gives us a good handbrake
Fitted deck boards so we don't fall thro the chassis, next is a verandah so we don't fall
off it when running
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Autocar cousins — autotrains

GWR Autotrain at Bewdley, SVR (Ian Dodds)
The autotrain, with a steam engine semi-permanently attached to a coach or
two, was seen as the best of both worlds. As with railmotors, the train could be
driven from either end, allowing rapid reversal when operating suburban
services. By using separate vehicles for power and passengers, servicing and
maintenance was easier than it was for railmotors.
Most tank engines used for autotrain services were smaller and older types but
were still more powerful than railmotors. They could push or pull at least two
coaches and often double that. The usual limitation was the degree of flexing in
the rodding used for control between the driving compartment in the autocoach and the engine. The engine could also be used for other duties, including
freight haulage.
This flexibility and increased capacity led to the rise of the autotrain, often at
the expense of the railmotor. The GWR’s experiments in 1904 were rapidly
followed by other railways, including the NER. Many railmotors were converted
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into autocoaches to use on autotrains. Our autocoach was originally built as a
third class coach in 1904 and then converted in 1906 to a driving composite
trailer.
The steam autotrain was a diversion from the development of railcars, though
a useful demonstration of the necessity of keeping within the existing railway
infrastructure. It was a successful adaptation of existing technology but was not
so successful as to stop railway engineers experimenting with other options,
including diesel railcars.

Two NER autocoaches sandwiching a tank engine, a common autotrain
formation. (Courtesy NRM).
Roger Hennessey, who wrote a piece about the origin of the term ’autocar’ in
our last newsletter, had an article about petrol-electric railcars published in the
September 2015 issue of Backtrack.

AGM
Our AGM is scheduled for 14:00 on 23rd January 2016 in the tearoom at
Embsay Station (postcode BD23 6QX). The notification and last year’s minutes
should be enclosed with this newsletter.
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Keeping out the draughts
Alan Chandler
During restoration, we have found that all the droplight windows in the autocar
doors had rolled up newspaper stuffed down the gaps. We think this would
have been added to try to keep out the draughts after the autocar moved to
Keldholme for use as a holiday home. Some of this old newspaper disintegrated
when touched but other pieces can be identified. The pictures below show two
examples. One is a copy of The Smallholder, dated October 11, 1930, probably
regular reading matter on the Keldholme farm. The other example is the
cartoon section of The Star Weekly, Toronto, dated August 16, 1947,
presumably inserted by a Canadian visitor.
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